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Abstract
This work studies reduced order modeling (ROM) approaches to speed up the
solution of variational data assimilation problems with large scale nonlinear dy-
namical models. It is shown that a key requirement for a successful reduced order
solution is that reduced order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions accurately represent
their full order counterparts. In particular, accurate reduced order approximations
are needed for the forward and adjoint dynamical models, as well as for the re-
duced gradient. New strategies to construct reduced order based are developed
for Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) ROM data assimilation using both
Galerkin and Petrov-Galerkin projections. For the first time POD, tensorial POD,
and discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) are employed to develop re-
duced data assimilation systems for a geophysical flow model, namely, the two
dimensional shallow water equations. Numerical experiments confirm the theoret-
ical framework for Galerkin projection. In the case of Petrov-Galerkin projection,
stabilization strategies must be considered for the reduced order models. The new
reduced order shallow water data assimilation system provides analyses similar to
those produced by the full resolution data assimilation system in one tenth of the
computational time.
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1 Introduction
Optimal control problems for nonlinear partial differential equations often require very
large computational resources. Recently the reduced order approach applied to optimal
control problems for partial differential equations has received increasing attention as a
way of reducing the computational effort. The main idea is to project the dynamical
system onto subspaces consisting of basis elements that represent the characteristics of
the expected solution. These low order models serve as surrogates for the dynamical
system in the optimization process and the resulting small optimization problems can
be solved efficiently.
Application of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) to solve optimal control
problems has proved to be successful as evidenced in the works of Kunisch and Volkwein
[64], Kunisch et al. [68], Ito and Kunisch [56, 57], Kunisch and Xie [67]. However this
approach may suffer from the fact that the basis elements are computed from a refer-
ence trajectory containing features which are quite different from those of the optimally
controlled trajectory. A priori it is not evident what is the optimal strategy to generate
snapshots for the reduced POD control procedure. A successful POD based reduced
optimization should represent correctly the dynamics of the flow that is altered by the
controller. To overcome the problem of unmodelled dynamics in the basis Afanasiev and
Hinze [2], Ravindran [84], Kunisch and Volkwein [65], Bergmann et al. [19], Ravindran
[83], Yue and Meerbergen [99], Zahr and Farhat [100], Zahr et al. [101] proposed to
update the basis according to the current optimal control. In Arian et al. [9], Bergmann
and Cordier [18], this updating technique was combined with a trust region (TR) strat-
egy to determine whether after an optimization step an update of the POD-basis should
be performed. Additional work on TR/POD proved its efficiency, see Bergmann and
Cordier [17], Leibfritz and Volkwein [71], Sachs and Volkwein [89]. Other studies pro-
posed to include time derivatives, nonlinear terms, and adjoint information (see Diwoky
and Volkwein [40], Hinze and Volkwein [52], Hinze [51], Gubisch and Volkwein [48], Hay
et al. [50], Carlberg and Farhat [24], Zahr and Farhat [100]) into POD basis for reduced
order optimization purposes. A-posteriori analysis for POD applied to optimal control
problems governed by parabolic and elliptic PDEs were developed in Hinze and Volk-
wein [52, 53], Tonna et al. [93], Tröltzsch and Volkwein [94], Kahlbacher and Volkwein
[58], Kammann et al. [59]. Optimal snapshot location strategies for selecting additional
snapshots at different time instances and for changing snapshots weights to represent
more accurately the reduced order solutions were introduced in Kunisch and Volkwein
[66]. Extension to parameterized nonlinear systems is available in Lass and Volkwein
[69].
POD was successfully applied to solve strong constraint four dimensional variational
(4D-Var) data assimilation problems for oceanic problems (Cao et al. [23], Fang et al.
[43]) and atmospheric models (Chen et al. [30, 29], Daescu and Navon [36, 37], Du et al.
[41]). A strategy that formulates first order optimality conditions starting from POD
models has been implemented in 4D-Var systems in Vermeulen and Heemink [95], Sava
[90], while hybrid methods using reduced adjoint models but optimizing in full space
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were introduced in Altaf et al. [5] and Ambrozic [6]. POD/DEIM has been employed to
reduce the CPU complexity of a 1D Burgers 4D-Var system in Baumann [15]. Recently
Amsallem et al. [8] used a two-step gappy POD procedure to decrease the computational
complexity of the reduced nonlinear terms in the solution of shape optimization prob-
lems. Reduced basis approximation [13, 47, 78, 86, 38] is known to be very efficient for
parameterized problems and has recently been applied in the context of reduced order
optimization [48, 70, 74, 85].
This paper develops a systematic approach to POD bases selection for Petrov-
Galerkin and Galerkin based reduced order data assimilation systems with non-linear
models. The fundamental idea is to provide an order reduction strategy that ensures that
the reduced Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions accurately approximate
the full KKT optimality conditions [61, 63]. This property is guaranteed by constraining
the reduced KKT conditions to coincide with the projected high-fidelity KKT equations.
An error estimation result shows that smaller reduced order projection errors lead to
more accurate reduced order optimal solutions. This result provides practical guidance
for the construction of reduced order data assimilation systems, and for solving general
reduced optimization problems. The research extends the results of Hinze and Volkwein
[53] by considering nonlinear models and Petrov-Galerkin projections.
The proposed reduced order strategy is applied to solve a 4D-Var data assimilation
problem with the two dimensional shallow water equations model. We compare three
reduced 4D-Var data assimilation systems using three different POD Galerkin based re-
duced order methods namely standard POD, tensorial POD and standard POD/DEIM
(see Ştefănescu et al. [35]). For Petrov-Galerkin projection stabilization strategies have
to be considered. To the best of our knowledge this is the first application of POD/DEIM
to obtain suboptimal solutions of reduced data assimilation system governed by a geo-
physical 2D flow model. For the mesh size used in our experiments the hybrid POD/DEIM
reduced data assimilation system is approximately ten times faster then the full space
data assimilation system, and this ratio is found out to be directly proportional with
the mesh size.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the optimal-
ity condition for the standard 4D-Var data assimilation problem. Section 3 reviews the
reduced order modeling methodologies deployed in this work: standard, tensorial, and
DEIM POD. Section 4 derives efficient POD bases selection strategies for reduced POD
4D-Var data assimilation systems governed by nonlinear state models using both Petrov-
Galerkin and Galerkin projections. An estimation error result is also derived. Section 5
discusses the swallow water equations model and the three reduced order 4D-Var data
assimilation systems employed for comparisons in this study. Results of extensive nu-
merical experiments are discussed in Section 6 while conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Finally an appendix describing the high-fidelity alternating direction fully implicit (ADI)
forward, tangent linear and adjoint shallow water equations (SWE) discrete models and
reduced order SWE tensors is presented.
3
2 Strong constraint 4D-Var data assimilation system
Variational data assimilation seeks the optimal parameter values that provide the best fit
(in some well defined sense) of model outputs with physical observations. In this presen-
tation we focus on the traditional approach where the model parameters are the initial
conditions x0, however the discussion can be easily generalized to further include other
model parameter as control variables. In 4D-Var the objective function J : RNstate → R
that quantifies the model-data misfit and accounts for prior information is minimized:
J (x0) = 1
2
(
xb0 − x0
)T
B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=0
(
yi −Hi (xi)
)T
R−1i
(
yi −H (xi)
)
, (1a)
subject to the constraints posed by the nonlinear forward model dynamics
xi+1 =Mi,i+1 (xi) , i = 0, .., N − 1. (1b)
Here xb0 ∈ RNstate is the background state and represents the best estimate of the
true state xtrue0 ∈ RNstate prior to any measurement being available, where Nstate is the
number of spatial discrete variables. The background errors are generally assumed to
have a Gaussian distribution, i.e. xb0 − xtrue0 ∈ N (0,B0), where B0 ∈ RNstate×Nstate is the
background error covariance matrix. The nonlinear model Mi,i+1 : RNstate → RNstate ,
i = 0, .., N − 1 advances the state vector in time from ti to ti+1. The state variables are
xi ∈ RNstate and the data (observation) values are yi ∈ RNobs at times ti, i = 0, .., N .
These observations are corrupted by instruments and representativeness errors [31] which
are assumed to have a normal distribution N (0,Ri), where Ri ∈ RNobs×Nobs describes
the observation error covariance matrix at time ti. The nonlinear observation operator
Hi : RNstate → RNobs maps the model state space to the observation space.
Using the Lagrange multiplier technique the constrained optimization problem (1)
is replaced with the unconstrained optimization of the following Lagrangian function,
L : RNstate → R
L(x0) = 1
2
(
xb0 − x0
)T
B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=0
(
yi −H(xi)
)T
R−1i
(
yi −H(xi)
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
λTi+1
(
xi+1 −Mi,i+1 (xi)
)
,
(2)
where λi ∈ RNstate is the Lagrange multipliers vector at observation time ti.
Next we derive the first order optimality conditions. An infinitesimal change in L
due to an infinitesimal change δx0 in x0 is
δL(x0) = −δxT0 B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)− N∑
i=0
δxTi H
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −H(xi)
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
λTi+1
(
δxi+1 −Mi,i+1δxi
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
δλTi+1
(
xi+1 −Mi,i+1 (xi)
)
,
(3)
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where δxi = (∂xi/∂x0) δx0, and Hi and Mi,i+1 are the Jacobian matrices of Hi, i =
0, .., N andMi,i+1 for all time instances ti, i = 0, . . . , N − 1, at xi,
Hi =
∂Hi
∂xi
(xi) ∈ RNobs×Nstate , Mi,i+1 = ∂Mi,i+1
∂xi
(xi) ∈ RNstate×Nstate .
The corresponding adjoint operators are HTi ∈ RNstate×Nobs and M∗i+1,i ∈ RNstate×Nstate ,
respectively, and satisfy
〈Hiz1, y1〉RNobs = 〈z1,HTi y1〉RNstate , ∀z1 ∈ RNstate , ∀y1 ∈ RNobs ,
〈Mi,i+1z1, z2〉RNstate = 〈z1,M∗i+1,iz2〉RNstate , ∀z1, z2 ∈ RNstate ,
where 〈·, ·〉RNstate , 〈·, ·〉RNobs are the corresponding Euclidian products. The adjoint opera-
tors of Hi and Mi,i+1 are their transposes. We prefer to use the notation M∗i+1,i = MTi,i+1
to show that the corresponding adjoint model runs backwards in time. After rearranging
(3) and using the definition of adjoint operators one obtains:
δL(x0) = −δxT0 B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
+
N−1∑
i=1
δxTi
(
λi −M∗i+1,iλi+1 −HTi R−1i
(
yi −H(xi)
)
(4)
+δxTN
(
λN −HTNR−1N
(
yN −H(xN)
))− δxT0 (HT0 R−10 (y0 −H(x0))+ M∗1,0λ1)
+
N−1∑
i=0
δλTi+1
(
xi+1 −Mi,i+1 (xi)
)
.
The first order necessary optimality conditions for the Full order 4D-Var are obtained
by zeroing the variations of (4):
Full order forward model: (5a)
xi+1 =Mi,i+1 (xi) , i = 0, .., N − 1;
Full order adjoint model: (5b)
λN = H
T
NR
−1
N
(
yN −H(xN)
)
,
λi = M
∗
i+1,iλi+1 + H
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −H(xi)
)
, i = N − 1, .., 0;
Full order gradient of the cost function: (5c)
∇x0L = −B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)− λ0 = 0.
3 Reduced order forward modeling
The most prevalent basis selection method for model reduction of nonlinear problems is
the proper orthogonal decomposition, also known as Karhunen-Loève expansion [60, 72],
principal component analysis [55], and empirical orthogonal functions [73].
Three reduced order models will be considered in this paper: standard POD (SPOD),
tensorial POD (TPOD), and standard POD/Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method
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(POD/DEIM), which were described in Ştefănescu et al. [35] and Ştefănescu and Navon
[32]. The reduced Jacobians required by the ADI schemes are obtained analytically for
all three ROMs via tensorial calculus and their computational complexity depends only
on k, the dimension of POD basis. The above mentioned methods differ in the way
the nonlinear terms are treated. We illustrate the application of the methods to reduce
a polynomial quadratic nonlinearity N(xi) = x2i , i = 0, .., N , where vector powers
are taken component-wise. Details regarding standard POD approach including the
snapshot procedure, POD basis computation and the corresponding reduced equations
can be found in [35]. We assume a Petrov-Galerkin projection for constructing the
reduced order models with the two biorthogonal projection matrices U,W ∈ RNstate×k,
W TU = Ik, where Ik is the identity matrix of order k, k  Nstate. U denotes the
POD basis (trial functions) and the test functions are stored in W . We assume a POD
expansion of the state x ≈ U x˜, and the reduced order quadratic term N˜(x˜) ≈ N(x) is
detailed bellow. For simplicity we removed the index i from the state variable notation,
thus x ∈ RNstate , x˜ ∈ Rk.
Standard POD
N˜(x˜) = W T︸︷︷︸
k×Nstate
(
U x˜
)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nstate×1
, N˜(x˜) ∈ Rk, (6)
where vector powers are taken component-wise.
Tensorial POD
N˜(x˜) =
[
N˜i
]
i=1,..,k
∈ Rk; N˜i =
k∑
j=1
k∑
l=1
Ti,j,lx˜jx˜l, (7)
where the rank-three tensor T is defined as
T = (Ti,j,l)i,j,l=1,..,k ∈ Rk×k×k, Ti,j,l =
Nstate∑
r=1
Wr,iUr,jUr,l.
Standard POD/DEIM
N˜(x˜) ≈ W TV (P TV )−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k×m
(
P TU x˜
)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m×1
, (8)
where m is the number of interpolation points, V ∈ RNstate×m gathers the first m POD
basis modes of the nonlinear term while P ∈ RNstate×m is the DEIM interpolation selec-
tion matrix (Chaturantabut [26], Chaturantabut and Sorensen [27, 28]).
The systematic application of these techniques in the Petrov-Galerkin projection
framework to (1b) leads to the following reduced order forward model
x˜i+1 = M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) , M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) = W TMi,i+1 (U x˜i) , i = 0, .., N − 1. (9)
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4 Reduced order 4D-Var data assimilation
Two major strategies for solving data assimilation problems with reduced order models
have been discussed in the literature. The “reduced adjoint” (RA) approach [5] projects
the first order optimality equation (5b) of the full system onto some POD reduced space
and solves the optimization problem in the full space, while the “adjoint of reduced”
(AR) approach [80, 95] formulates the first order optimality conditions from the forward
reduced order model (10b) and searches for the optimal solution by solving a collection
of reduced optimization problems in the reduced space. Reduced order formulation
of the cost function is employed in the “adjoint of reduced” case [39]. In the control
literature these approaches are referred to as “design-then-reduce” and “reduce-then-
design” methods [11, 12].
The “reduced of adjoint” approach avoids the implementation of the adjoint of the
tangent linear approximation of the original nonlinear model by replacing it with a
reduced adjoint. This is obtained by projecting the full set of equations onto a POD
space build on the snapshots computed with the high-resolution forward model. Once
the gradient is obtained in reduced space it is projected back in full space and the
minimization process is carried in full space. The drawbacks of this technique consist in
the use of an inaccurate low-order adjoint model with respect to its full counterpart that
may lead to erroneous gradients. Moreover the computational cost of the optimization
system is still high since it requires the run of the full forward model to evaluate the
cost function during the minimization procedure.
A major concern with the “adjoint of reduced” approach is the lack of accuracy in
the optimality conditions with respect to the full system. The reduced forward model is
accurate, but its adjoint and optimality condition poorly approximate their full counter-
parts since the POD basis relies only on forward dynamics information. Consequently
both the RA and the AR methods may lead to inaccurate suboptimal solutions.
Snapshots from both primal and dual systems have been used for balanced truncation
of a linear state-system. [98]. Hinze and Volkwein [54] developed a-priori error estimates
for linear quadratic optimal control problems using proper orthogonal decomposition.
They state that error estimates for the adjoint state yield error estimates of the control
suggesting that accurate reduced adjoint models with respect to the full adjoint model
lead to more accurate suboptimal surrogate solutions. Numerical results confirmed that
a POD manifold built on snapshots taken from both forward and adjoint trajectories
provides more accurate reduced optimization systems.
This work develops a systematic approach to select POD bases for reduced order
data assimilation with non-linear models. Accuracy of the reduced optimum is ensured
by constraining the “adjoint of reduced” optimality conditions to coincide with a gen-
eralized “reduced of adjoint” KKT conditions obtained by projecting all equations (5)
onto appropriate reduced manifolds. This leads to the concept of accurate reduced
KKT conditions and provides practical guidance to construct reduced order manifolds
for reduced order optimization. The new strategy, named ARRA, provides a unified
framework where the AR and RA approaches lead to the same solution for general re-
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duced order optimization problems. In the ARRA approach the model reduction and
adjoint differentiation operations commute.
4.1 The “adjoint of reduced forward model” approach
We first define the objective function. To this end we assume that the forward POD
manifold Uf is computed using only snapshots of the full forward model solution (the
subscript denotes that only forward dynamics information is used for POD basis con-
struction). The Petrov-Galerkin (PG) test functions Wf are different than the trial
functions Uf. Assuming a POD expansion of xi ≈ Uf x˜i, i = 0, .., N, the reduced data
assimilation problem minimizes the following reduced order cost function J pod : Rk → R
J pod(x˜0) = 1
2
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)T
B−10
(
xb0 −Ufx˜0
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=0
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)T
R−1i
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)T
,
(10a)
subject to the constraints posed by the reduced order model dynamics
x˜i+1 = M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) , M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) = WTf Mi,i+1 (Uf x˜i) , i = 0, .., N − 1. (10b)
An observation operator that maps directly from the reduced model space to observations
space may be introduced. For clarity sake we will continue to use operator notation
Hi, i = 0, .., N and M˜i,i+1 denotes the PG reduced order forward model that propagates
the reduced order state from ti to ti+1 for i = 0, .., N − 1.
Next the constrained optimization problem (10) is replaced by an unconstrained one
for the reduced Lagrangian function Lpod : Rk → R
Lpod(x˜0) = 1
2
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)T
B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)
(11)
+
1
2
N∑
i=0
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)T
R−1i
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
λ˜Ti+1
(
x˜i+1 − M˜i,i+1 (x˜i)
)
,
where λ˜i ∈ Rk ∈, i = 1, .., N . The variation of Lpod is given by
δLpod(x˜0) = −δx˜T0 B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)
+
N−1∑
i=1
δx˜Ti
(
λ˜i − M˜∗i+1,iλ˜i+1
−UTf ĤTi R−1i
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)
+ δx˜TN
(
λ˜N −UTf ĤTNR−1N
(
yN −Hi(Uf x˜N)
))
− δx˜T0
(
UTf H
T
0 R
−1
0
(
y0 −H0(Uf x˜0)
)
+ M˜∗1,0λ˜1
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
δλ˜Ti+1
(
x˜i+1 − M˜i,i+1 (x˜i)
)
,
(12)
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where
M˜∗i+1,i = U
T
f M̂
∗
i+1,iWf, i = 0, .., N − 1
is the adjoint of the reduced order linearized forward model Mi,i+1. The operators
ĤTi , i = 0, .., N and M̂∗i+1,i, i = 0, .., N−1 are the high-fidelity adjoint models evaluated
at Uf x˜i. The reduced KKT conditions are obtained by setting the variations of (12) to
zero:
AR reduced forward model: (13a)
x˜i+1 = M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) , M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) = WTf Mi,i+1 (Uf x˜i) , i = 0, .., N − 1;
AR reduced adjoint model: (13b)
λ˜N = U
T
f Ĥ
T
N R
−1
N
(
yN −Hi(Uf x˜N)
)
,
λ˜i = U
T
f M̂
∗
i+1,i Wf λ˜i+1 + U
T
f Ĥ
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −Hi(Uf x˜i)
)
, i = N − 1, .., 0;
AR cost function gradient : (13c)
∇x˜0Lpod = −UTf B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)− λ˜0 = 0.
A comparison between the KKT systems of the reduced order optimization (13) and
of the full order problem (5) reveals that the reduced forward model (13a) is, by con-
struction, an accurate approximation of the full forward model (5a). However, the AR
adjoint (13b) and AR gradient (13c) equations are constructed using the forward model
bases and test functions, and are not guaranteed to approximate well the corresponding
full adjoint (5b) and full gradient (5c) equations, respectively.
4.2 The “reduced order adjoint model” approach
In a general RA framework the optimality conditions (5) are projected onto reduced
order subspaces. The forward, adjoint, and gradient variables are reduced using forward,
adjoint, and gradient bases Uf, Ua and Ug such that xi ≈ Uf x˜i, λi ≈ Ua λ˜i, i = 0, .., N ,
and ∇x0 ≈ Ug∇x˜0Lpod. The test functions for the forward, adjoint, and gradient
equations are Wf, Wa, and Wg, respectively. The objective function to be minimized
is (10a). The projected KKT conditions read:
RA reduced forward model: (14a)
x˜i+1 = M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) , i = 0, .., N − 1;
RA reduced adjoint model: (14b)
λ˜N = W
T
a H
T
N R
−1
N
(
yN −Hi(Ufx˜N)
)
,
λ˜i = W
T
a M
∗
i+1,i Ua λ˜i+1 + W
T
a H
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −Hi(xi)
)
, i = N − 1, .., 0;
RA cost function gradient: (14c)
∇x˜0Lpod = −WTg
[
B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)−Ua λ˜0] = 0.
With appropriately chosen basis and test functions the system (14) can accurately ap-
proximate the full order optimality conditions (5). However, in general the projected
9
system (14) does not represent the KKT conditions of any optimization problem, and
therefore the RA approach does not automatically provide a consistent optimization
framework in the sense given by the following definition.
Definition 4.1 A reduced KKT system (14) is said to be consistent if it represents the
first order optimality conditions of some reduced order optimization problem.
By constraining the projected KKT (14) to match the “adjoint of reduced” opti-
mality conditions (13), one can obtain a consistent optimality framework where the
reduced system accurately approximates the high-fidelity optimality system (5). This
new theoretical framework is discussed next.
4.3 The ARRA approach: ensuring accuracy of the first order
optimality system
The proposed method constructs the reduced order optimization problem (10) such
that the reduced KKT equations (13) accurately approximate the high-fidelity KKT
conditions (5).
1. In the AR approach the first KKT condition (13a) is an accurate approximation
of (5a) by construction, since Uf is constructed with snapshots of the full forward
trajectory, i.e. x ≈ Uf x˜.
2. Next, we require that the AR reduced adjoint model (13b) is a low-order accurate
approximation of the full adjoint model (5b). This is achieved by imposing that
the AR adjoint (13b) is a reduced-order model obtained by projecting the full
adjoint equation into a reduced basis containing high fidelity adjoint information,
i.e., has the RA form (14b). We obtain
Wf = Ua and Wa = Uf. (15)
The forward test functions are the bases Wf = Ua constructed with snapshots of
the full adjoint trajectory, i.e. λ ≈ Ua λ˜. Note that in (14b) the model and obser-
vation operators are evaluated at the full forward solution x and then projected.
In (13b) the model and observation operators are evaluated at the reduced forward
solution Uf x˜i ≈ xi. The adjoint test functions are the bases Wa = Uf constructed
with snapshots of the full forward trajectory.
3. With (15) the reduced gradient equation (13c) becomes
∇x˜0Lpod = UTf
(
−B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)−Uaλ˜0) = 0. (16)
We require that the gradient (16) is a low-order accurate approximation of the full
gradient (5c) obtained by projecting it, i.e., has the RA gradient form (14c). This
leads to
Wg = Uf. (17)
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From PG construction, Ug is orthogonal with Wg = Uf, thus a good choice for
Ug is Ua where the gradient of the background term with respect to the initial
conditions −B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
is used to enrich the high-fidelity adjoint snapshots
matrix, i.e. Ug = Ua.
We refer to the technique described above as “adjoint of reduced = reduced of adjoint”
(ARRA) framework. The ARRA reduced order optimality system is:
ARRA reduced forward model: (18a)
x˜i+1 = M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) , M˜i,i+1 (x˜i) = UTa Mi,i+1 (Uf x˜i) , i = 0, .., N − 1,
ARRA reduced adjoint model: (18b)
λ˜N = U
T
f Ĥ
T
NR
−1
N
(
yN −H(Uf x˜N)
)
,
λ˜i = U
T
f M̂
T
i,i+1Uaλ˜i+1 + U
T
f Ĥ
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −H(Uf x˜i)
)
, i = N − 1, .., 0,
ARRA cost function gradient : (18c)
∇x˜0Lpod = −UTf B−10
(
xb0 −Uf x˜0
)− λ˜0 = 0.
ARRA approach leads to consistent and accurate reduced KKT conditions (18), in
the following sense. Equations (18) are the optimality system of a reduced order problem
(consistency), and each of the reduced optimality conditions (18) is a surrogate model
that accurately represents the corresponding full order condition (accuracy).
Iterative methods such as Broyden–Fletcher-âĂŞGoldfarbâĂŞ-Shanno (BFGS) [21,
44, 45, 91] uses feasible triplets (x,λ,∇x0) to solve (1), in the following sense
Definition 4.2 The triplet (x,λ,∇x0) ∈ RNstate×N × RNstate×N × RNstate is said to be
KKT-feasible if x is the solution of the forward model (5a) initiated with a given x0 ∈
RNstate, λ is the solution of the adjoint model (5b) linearized across the trajectory x, and
∇x0 is the gradient of the Lagrangian function computed from (5c).
Note that ∇x0 does not have to be zero, i.e., Definition 4.2 applies away from the
optimum as well. The ARRA framework selects the reduced order bases such that high-
fidelity feasible triplets are well approximated by reduced order feasible triplets. This
introduces the notion of accurate reduced KKT conditions away from optimality.
Definition 4.3 Let (x,λ,∇x0) ∈ RNstate×N×RNstate×N×RNstate be a KKT-feasible triplet
of the full order optimization problem (1). If for any positive εf , εa and εg there exists
k ≤ Nstate and three bases U¯ , V¯ and W¯ ∈ RNstate×k such that the reduced KKT-feasible
triplet (x˜, λ˜,∇x˜0Lpod) ∈ Rk×N × Rk×N × Rk of the reduced optimization problem (10)
satisfies:
‖xi − U¯ x˜i‖2 ≤ εf, i = 0, .., N, (19a)
‖λi − V¯ λ˜i‖2 ≤ εa, i = 0, .., N, (19b)
‖∇x0L − W¯∇x˜0Lpod‖2 ≤ εg, (19c)
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then the reduced order KKT system (13) built using Uf = U¯ , Wf = V¯ , and W¯ that
generated (x˜, λ˜,∇Lpodx˜0 ) is said to be accurate with respect to the full order KKT system
(5).
For efficiency we are interested to generate reduced bases whose dimension k increases
relatively slowly as εf , εa and εg decrease. This can be achieved if local reduced order
strategies are applied [82, 79].
It is computationally prohibitive to require all the reduced KKT systems used during
the reduced optimization to be accurate according to definition 4.3. ARRA framework
proposes accurate KKT systems at the beginning of the reduced optimization procedure
and whenever the reduced bases are updated (U¯ = Uf, V¯ = W¯ = Ua).
For the Petrov-Galerkin projection the adjoint POD basis must have an additional
property, i.e to be orthonormal to the forward POD basis. Basically we are looking in
the joint space of full adjoint solution and −B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
for a new set of coordinates
that are orthonormal with the forward POD basis. A Gram Schmidt algorithm type
is employed and an updated adjoint basis is obtained. This strategy should minimally
modify the basis such that as to preserve the accuracy of the adjoint and gradient reduced
order versions.
The pure Petrov-Galerkin projection does not guarantee the stability of the ARRA
reduced order forward model (18a). The stability of the reduced pencil is not guaranteed,
even when the pencil is stable [22]. In our numerical experiments using shallow water
equation model, the ARRA approach exhibited large instabilities in the solution of the
forward reduced ordered model when the initial conditions were slightly perturbed from
the ones used to generate POD manifolds. As it is described in appendix, we propose
a quasi-Newton approach to solve the nonlinear algebraic system of equations obtained
from projecting the discrete ADI swallow water equations onto the reduced manifolds.
In a quasi-Newton iteration, the forward implicit reduced Petrov-Galerkin ADI SWE
discrete model requires solving linear systems with the corresponding matrices given by
UTa M̂
∗
i+1,i Uf, i = 1, 2, .., N−1. During the second iteration of the reduced optimization
algorithm, for the evaluation of the objective function, we noticed that the reduced Jaco-
bian operator has a spectrum that contains eigenvalues with positive real part explaining
the explosive numerical instability. Future work will consider stabilization approaches
such as posing the problem of selecting the reduced bases as a goal-oriented optimiza-
tion problem [22] or small-scale convex optimization problem [7]. In addition we can
constrain the construction of the left basis UTa to minimize a norm of the residual arising
at each Newton iteration to promote stability [25]. It will be worth checking how this
updated basis will affect the accuracy of the reduced adjoint model and the reduced
gradient.
An elegant solution to avoid stability issues while maintaining the consistency and
accuracy of the reduced KKT system is to employ a Galerkin POD framework where
Wf = Uf, Wa = Ua and Wg = Ug. From (15) and (17) we obtain that Uf = Ua =
Ug, i.e., in the Galerkin ARRA framework the POD bases for forward and adjoint
reduced models, and for the optimality condition must coincide. In the proposed ARRA
approach this unique POD basis is constructed from snapshots of the full forward model
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solution, the full adjoint model solution, as well the term −B−10
(
xb0 − x0
)
for accurate
reduced gradients. While the reduced ARRA KKT conditions (18) are similar to the AR
conditions (13), the construction of the corresponding reduced order bases is significantly
changed.
4.4 Estimation of AR optimization error
In this section we briefly justify how the projection errors in the three optimality equa-
tions impact the optimal solution. A more rigorous argument can be made using the
aposteriori error estimation methodology developed in [3, 4, 16, 81]. The full order KKT
equations (5) form a large system of nonlinear equations, written abstractly as
F(ζa) = 0, (20)
where ζa = (xa,λa) ∈ RNstate×(N+1) × RNstate×(N+1) is obtained by running the forward
model (5a) initiated with the solution xa0 ∈ RNstate of problem (1) and adjoint model (5b)
linearized across the trajectory xa. The operator in (20) is also defined F : RNstate×(N+1)×
RNstate×(N+1) → R2×Nstate×(N+1). We assume that the model operatorsMi,i+1 : RNstate →
RNstate , i = 0, .., N −1 and the observation operators Hi : RNstate → RNobs i = 0, .., N are
smooth, that F ′ is nonsingular, and that its inverse is uniformly bounded in a sufficiently
large neighborhood of the optimal full order solution. Under these assumptions Newton’s
method applied to (20) converges, leading to an all-at-once procedure to solve the 4D-Var
problem.
The AR optimization problem (13) has an optimal solution (x˜a, λ˜a) ∈ Rk×(N+1) ×
Rk×(N+1). This solution projected back onto the full space is denoted ζ̂a = (x̂a, λ̂a).
From (20), and by assuming that ζ̂a is located in a neighborhood of ζa, we have that
F(ζ̂a) = F(ζ̂a)−F(ζa) ≈ F ′ (ζa) ·
(
ζ̂a − ζa
)
,∥∥∥ζ̂a − ζa∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥F ′ (ζa)−1∥∥ · ∥∥∥F(ζ̂a)∥∥∥ .
Under the uniform boundedness of the inverse assumption the error in the optimal
solution depends on the size of the residual F(ζ̂a), obtained by inserting the projected
reduced optimal solution into the full order optimality equations:
F(ζ̂a) =

[ (
Uf W
T
f − I
)Mi,i+1 (x̂ai ) ]
i=0,..,N−1(
Wf U
T
f − I
)
ĤTNR
−1
N
(
yN −HN(x̂N)
)
[(
Wf U
T
f − I
)(
M̂∗i+1,iλ̂i+1 + Ĥ
T
i R
−1
i
(
yi −Hi(x̂i)
))]
i=N−1,..,0
(Wf U
T
f − I) B−10
(
xb0 − x̂0
)

.
The residual size depends on the projection errors
(
Uf W
T
f − I
)
and
(
Wf U
T
f − I
)
, on
how accurately is the high-fidelity forward trajectory represented by Uf, and on how
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accurately are the full adjoint trajectory and gradient captured by Wf. By including
full adjoint solution and gradient snapshots in the construction of Wf the residual size is
decreased, and so is the error in the reduced optimal solution. This is the ARRA basis
construction strategy discussed in the previous section.
5 4D-Var data assimilation with the shallow water
equations
5.1 SWE model
SWE has proved its capabilities in modeling propagation of Rossby and Kelvin waves
in the atmosphere, rivers, lakes and oceans as well as gravity waves in a smaller do-
main. The alternating direction fully implicit finite difference scheme Gustafsson [49]
was considered in this paper and it is stable for large CFL condition numbers (we tested
the stability of the scheme for a CFL condition number equal up to 8.9301). We refer
to Fairweather and Navon [42], Navon and Villiers [75] for other research work on this
topic.
The SWE model using the β-plane approximation on a rectangular domain is intro-
duced (see Gustafsson [49])
∂w
∂t
= A(w)
∂w
∂x
+B(w)
∂w
∂y
+ C(y)w, (x, y) ∈ [0, L]× [0, D], t ∈ (0, tf ], (21)
where w = (u, v, φ)T is a vector function, u, v are the velocity components in the x and
y directions, respectively, h is the depth of the fluid, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
and φ = 2
√
gh.
The matrices A, B and C are assuming the form
A = −
 u 0 φ/20 u 0
φ/2 0 u
 , B = −
 v 0 00 v φ/2
0 φ/2 v
 , C =
 0 f 0−f 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
where f is the Coriolis term
f = f̂ + β(y −D/2), β = ∂f
∂y
, ∀ y,
with f̂ and β constants.
We assume periodic solutions in the x direction for all three state variables while in
the y direction
v(x, 0, t) = v(x,D, t) = 0, x ∈ [0, L], t ∈ (0, tf ]
and Neumann boundary condition are considered for u and φ.
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Initially w(x, y, 0) = ψ(x, y), ψ : R × R → R, (x, y) ∈ [0, L] × [0, D]. Now
we introduce a mesh of n = Nx · Ny equidistant grid points on [0, L] × [0, D], with
∆x = L/(Nx − 1), ∆y = D/(Ny − 1). We also discretize the time interval [0, tf ] using
Nt equally distributed points and ∆t = tf/(Nt − 1). Next we define vectors of the
unknown variables of dimension n containing approximate solutions such as
w(tN) ≈ [w(xi, yj, tN)]i=1,2,..,Nx, j=1,2,..,Ny ∈ Rn, N = 1, 2, ..Nt.
The semi-discrete equations of SWE (21) are:
u′ = −F11(u)− F12(φ)− F13(u,v) + F v, (22)
v′ = −F21(u)− F22(v)− F23(φ)− F u, (23)
φ′ = −F31(u,φ)− F32(u,φ)− F33(v,φ)− F34(v,φ), (24)
where u′, v′, φ′ denote semi-discrete time derivatives, F ∈ Rn stores Coriolis compo-
nents,  is the component-wise multiplication operator, while the nonlinear terms Fi,j
are defined as follows:
F11, F12, F21, F23 : Rn → Rn, F13, F22, F3i : Rn × Rn → Rn, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
F11(u) = u Axu, F12(φ) = 1
2
φ Axφ, F13(u,v) = v  Ayu,
F21(u,v) = u Axv, F22(v) = v  Ayv; F23(φ) = 1
2
φ Ayφ,
F31(u,φ) =
1
2
φ Axu, F32(u,φ) = u Axφ,
F33(v,φ) =
1
2
φ Ayv, F34(v,φ) = v  Ayφ,
(25)
where Ax, Ay ∈ Rn×n are constant coefficient matrices for discrete first-order and second-
order differential operators which incorporate the boundary conditions.
The numerical scheme was implemented in Fortran and uses a sparse matrix environ-
ment. For operations with sparse matrices we employed SPARSEKIT library Saad [87]
and the sparse linear systems obtained during the quasi-Newton iterations were solved
using MGMRES library Barrett et al. [14], Kelley [62], Saad [88]. Here we did not de-
couple the model equations as in Stefanescu and Navon [32] where the Jacobian is either
block cyclic tridiagonal or block tridiagonal. By keeping all discrete equations together
the corresponding SWE adjoint model can be solved with the same implicit scheme used
for forward model. Moreover, we employed 10 nonlinear terms in (22) in comparison
with only 6 in [32, 35] to enhance the accuracy of the forward and adjoint POD/DEIM
reduced order model solutions. The discrete tangent linear and adjoint models were de-
rived by hand and their accuracy was verified using Navon et al. [76] techniques. At the
end of the present manuscript we provide an appendix formally describing the tangent
linear and adjoint ADI SWE models.
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5.2 SWE 4D-Var data assimilation reduced order systems
The SWE model describes the evolution of a hydrostatic homogeneous, incompressible
flow. It is derived [96] from depth-integrating the Navier-Stokes equations, in the case
where the horizontal length scale is much greater than the vertical length scale, i.e. the
effects of vertical shear of the horizontal velocity are negligible. Consequently we obtain
a new set of momentum and continuity equations where the pressure variable is replaced
by the height of the surface topography [96].
To the best of our knowledge, the reduced order models with a pressure component
use two strategies. In the decoupled approach [1, 77], the velocity and pressure snapshots
are considered separately. In the coupled approach [20, 97], each snapshot and POD
mode have both velocity and the corresponding pressure component. In our manuscript
we followed the decoupled approach to build our reduced order models. Moreover, we
also decouple the velocity components as in [32], thus using separate snapshots for zonal
and meridional velocities, respectively.
In our current research we construct a POD basis that captures the kinetic energy of
the shallow water equation model and it is not explicitly designed to represent the Rossby
and Kelvin waves. Moreover, when we truncate the spectrum and define the POD basis
we neglect the lower energetic modes which may describe some of the features of these
waves. However we believe that long waves such as Rossby and Kelvin are less affected
since they have a more energetic content in comparison with the short gravity waves.
Capturing the dynamics of short gravity waves would require additional POD modes
and a dense collection of snapshots.
To reduce the computational cost of 4D-Var SWE data assimilation we propose three
different POD based reduced order 4D-Var SWE systems depending on standard POD,
tensorial POD and standard POD/DEIM reduced order methods discussed in Ştefănescu
et al. [35]. These three ROMs treat the nonlinear terms in a different manner (see
equations (6),(7),(8)) while reduced Jacobian computation is done analytically for all
three approaches via tensorial calculus.
Tensorial POD and POD/DEIM nonlinear treatment make use of an efficient decou-
pling of the full spatial variables from reduced variables allowing most of the calculations
to be performed during the off-line stage which is not valid in the case of standard POD.
Computation of tensors such as T in (7) is required by all three ROMs in the off-line
stage since the analytic reduced Jacobian on-line calculations depend on them. Clearly,
standard POD is optimized since usually the reduced Jacobians are obtained by pro-
jecting the full Jacobians onto POD spaces during on-line stage so two computational
costly operations are avoided.
Since all ROMs are using exact reduced Jacobians the corresponding adjoint mod-
els have the same computational complexity. POD/DEIM backward in time reduced
model relies on approximate tensors calculated with the algorithm introduced in [35,
p.7] while the POD adjoint models make use of exact tensors. For POD/DEIM ap-
proach this leads to slightly different reduced Jacobians in comparison with the ones
calculated by standard and tensorial POD leading to different adjoint models. Still,
nonlinear POD/DEIM approximation (8) is accurate and agrees with standard POD (6)
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and tensorial POD representations (7). In comparison with standard POD, tensorial
POD moves some expensive computations from the on-line stage to the off-line stage.
While these pre-computations provide a faster on-line reduced order model, the two
adjoint models solutions are similar.
We are now ready to describe the ARRA algorithms corresponding to each reduced
data assimilation systems using Galerkin projection. For POD/DEIM SWE data assim-
ilation algorithm we describe only the off-line part since the on-line and decisional stages
are generically presented in the tensorial and standard POD reduced data assimilation
algorithms.
Algorithm 1 Standard and Tensorial POD SWE DA systems
Off-line stage
1: Generate background state u, v and φ.
2: Solve full forward ADI SWE model to generate state variables snapshots.
3: Solve full adjoint ADI SWE model to generate adjoint variables snapshots.
4: For each state variable compute a POD basis using snapshots describing dynamics
of the forward and its corresponding adjoint trajectories.
5: Compute tensors as T in (7) required for reduced Jacobian calculations. Calculate
other POD coefficients corresponding to linear terms.
On-line stage - Minimize reduced cost functional J pod (10a)
6: Solve forward reduced order model (13a).
7: Solve adjoint reduced order model (13b).
8: Compute reduced gradient (13c).
Decisional stage
9: Reconstruct the conditions in full space from the suboptimal reduced initial condition
(the output of the on-line stage), and perform steps 2 and 3 of the off-line stage.
Using full forward information evaluate function (1a) and its gradient. If ‖J ‖ > ε3
and ‖∇J ‖ > ε4, then continue the off-line stage from step 3, otherwise STOP.
The on-line stages of all reduced data assimilation systems correspond to minimiza-
tion of the cost function J pod and include steps 6−8 of the algorithm 1. The optimization
is performed on a reduced POD manifold. Thus, the on-line stage is also referred as inner
phase or reduced minimization cycle. The stoping criteria are
‖∇J pod‖ ≤ ε1, ‖J pod(i+1) − J pod(i) ‖ ≤ ε2, No of function evaluations ≤ MXFUN, (26)
where Jpod(i) is the cost function evaluation at inner iteration (i) and MXFUN is the
number of function evaluations allowed during one reduced minimization cycle.
Initially, the first guess for the on-line stage is given by the projection of the back-
ground state onto the current POD space while for the later inner-optimization cycles
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Algorithm 2 POD/DEIM SWE DA systems
Off-line stage
1: Generate background state u, v and φ.
2: Solve full forward ADI SWE model to generate nonlinear terms and state variables
snapshots.
3: Solve full adjoint ADI SWE model to generate adjoint variables snapshots.
4: For each state variable compute a POD basis using snapshots describing dynamics
of the forward and its corresponding adjoint trajectories. For each nonlinear term
compute a POD basis using snapshots from the forward model.
5: Compute discrete empirical interpolation points for each nonlinear term.
6: Calculate other linear POD coefficients and POD/DEIM coefficients as
W TV (P TV )−1 in (8).
7: Compute tensors such as T using algorithm described in [35, p.7] required for reduced
Jacobian calculations.
the initial guess is computed by projecting the current full initial conditions onto the
updated POD subspace.
The off-line stage is called an outer iteration even if no minimization is performed
during this phase. During this phase the reduced bases are updated according to the
current control [2, 84, 65, 19, 83, 99, 100, 101]. It also includes a general stopping
criterion for reduced data assimilation system ‖J ‖ ≤ ε3 where J is computed using
same formulation as the full data assimilation cost function (1a). The gradient based
criterion ‖∇J ‖ ≤ ε4 stops the optimization process only if ε4 has the same order of
magnitude as εf, εa and εg in definition 4.3. The more accurate the reduced KKT
conditions are the more likely the projected reduced optimization solution will converge
to the minimum of the cost function (1a).
6 Numerical results
This section is divided in two parts. The first one focuses on POD basis construction
strategies and tensorial POD SWE 4D-Var is used for conclusive numerical experiments
while the second part measures the computational performances of the three proposed
reduced order SWE data assimilation systems.
For all tests we derived the initial conditions from the initial height condition No. 1
of Grammeltvedt [46] i.e.
h(x, y) = H0 +H1 + tanh
(
9
D/2− y
2D
)
+H2sech2
(
9
D/2− y
2D
)
sin
(
2pix
L
)
,
0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ y ≤ D.
The initial velocity fields were derived from the initial height field using the geostrophic
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relationship
u =
(−g
f
)
∂h
∂y
, v =
(
g
f
)
∂h
∂x
.
In our numerical experiments, we apply 10% uniform perturbations on the above
initial conditions and generate twin-experiment observations at every grid space point
location and every time step. We use the following constants L = 6000km, D =
4400km, f̂ = 10−4s−1, β = 1.5 · 10−11s−1m−1, g = 10ms−2, H0 = 2000m, H1 =
220m, H2 = 133m.
The background state is computed using a 5% uniform perturbation of the initial
conditions. The background and observation error covariance matrices are taken to
be identity matrices. The length of the assimilation window is selected to be 3h. The
implicit scheme allowed us to integrate in time using a larger time step and selectNt = 91
time steps.
The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) optimization method option con-
tained in the CONMIN software (Shanno and Phua [92]) is employed for high-fidelity
full SWE 4-D VAR as well as all variants of reduced SWE 4D-Var data assimilation
systems. BFGS uses a line search method which is globally convergent in the sense that
limk→∞‖∇J (k)‖ = 0 and utilizes approximate Hessians to include convergence to a local
minimum.
In all our reduced data assimilation experiments we use ε1 = 10−14 and ε2 = 10−5
which are important for the reduced minimization (on-line stage) stopping criteria de-
fined in (26). The optimization algorithms 1 and 2 stop if ‖J ‖ ≤ ε3, ‖∇J ‖ ≤ ε4 or more
than nout outer loop iterations are performed. For the full data assimilation experiment
we used only ‖∇J ‖ ≤ 10−14 and ‖J ‖ ≤ ε3. Results in subsections 6.1, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and
6.2.3, are obtained with ε3 = 10−15. The values of ε3 and MXFUN differ for numerical
tests presented in the other sections. We select ε4 = 10−5 for all experiments.
All reduced data assimilation systems employ Galerkin projection to construct their
low-rank approximation POD models. In the ARRA procedure the initial training set
for POD basis is obtained by running the high-fidelity forward model using the back-
ground state and full adjoint model with the final time condition described by the first
equation in (5b). During the reduced optimization process, the updated POD basis
includes information from the full forward and adjoint trajectories initiated with the
current sub-optimal state (the analysis given by the on-line stage in Algorithm 1 and
corresponding forcing term (first equation in (5b)) and xb0. Adding the background state
to the snapshots matrix ensures the accuracy of the reduced gradient since here B0 = I
and a snapshot of x0 is already included.
Tables 1 and 2 describe the reduced order 4D-Var SWE data assimilation experi-
ments along with the models and parameters used, the main conclusions drawn from
the numerical investigations and the sections on which these conclusions are based on.
We recall that n, k,m, MXFUN and nout represent the number of space points, the
dimension of POD basis, the number of DEIM points, the number of function evalua-
tions allowed during the reduced minimization cycle and the maximum number of outer
iterations allowed by algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.
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Model n k m MXFUN nout Conclusion Section
adjoint and forward information must be
TPOD 31× 23 50 - 25 13 included into POD basis construction. 6.1
for accurate sub-optimal solutions
POD/DEIM 31× 23 50 50,180 100 10 m must be selected close to n 6.2.1
17× 13 50 50,135 20 10 for accurate sub-optimal solutions. 6.2.1
165
adjoint and tangent linear models
POD/DEIM 17× 13 50 50 - - are accurate with respect to 6.2.2
finite difference approximations.
replacing the POD/DEIM nonlinear terms
Hybrid POD/DEIM 17× 13 50 50 20 10 involving height with tensorial terms 6.2.3
accurate sub-optimal solutions
are obtained even for small no of DEIM points.
20,30, for k ≥ 50 the sub-optimal
Hybrid POD/DEIM 17× 13 50, 50 20 10 solutions are as accurate as 6.2.3
70,90 full order optimal solutions.
10,20, for m ≥ 50 the sub-optimal
Hybrid POD/DEIM 17× 13 50, 30 20 10 solutions are as accurate as 6.2.3
50,100 full order optimal solutions.
Table 1: The main reduced order 4D-Var SWE data assimilation experiments for ε1 =
10−14, ε2 = 10−5, ε3 = 10−15 and ε4 = 10−5.
6.1 Choice of POD basis
The tensorial POD reduced SWE data assimilation is selected to test which of the POD
basis snapshots selection strategies perform better with respect to suboptimal solution
accuracy and cost functional decrease. The “adjoint of reduced forward model” approach
is compared with “adjoint of reduced forward model + reduced order adjoint model”
method discussed in section 4.
For AR approach there is no need for implementing the full adjoint SWE model since
the POD basis relies only on forward trajectories snapshots. Consequently its off-line
stage will be computationally cheaper in comparison with the similar stage of ARRA
approach where adjoint model snapshots are considered inside the POD basis. For this
experiment we select 31× 23 mesh points and use 50 POD basis functions. MXFUN is
set to 25. The singular values spectrums are depicted in Figure 1.
Forward snapshots consist in “predictor” and “corrector” state variables solutions
wti+1/2 , wti , i = 0, 1, .., tf − 1 and wtf obtained by solving the two steps forward ADI
SWE model. The adjoint snapshots include the “predictor” and “corrector” adjoint
solutions λti−1/2w , λtiw, i = 1, 2, ., tf and λt0w as well as other two additional intermediary
solutions computed by the full adjoint model. An appendix is included providing details
about the ADI SWE forward and adjoint models equations.
Next we compute the POD truncation relative errors for all three variables of reduced
SWE models using the following norm at the initial time t0
Ew¯ =
‖w¯t0 − w¯t0rom‖2
‖w¯t0‖2 , Eλ¯w =
‖λ¯t0w − λ¯t0wROM‖2
‖λ¯t0w‖2
, (27)
where w¯ and λ¯w are general variables and span the sets of SWE state variables {u, v, φ}
and adjoint variables {λu, λv, λφ}. w¯rom and λ¯wROM are the full solutions reconstructed
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Model n k m MXFUN ε3 Conclusion Section
POD hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var data
TPOD 61× 45 50 50,120 10 10−7 assimilation system is the fastest 6.2
Hybrid POD/DEIM ROM optimization approach.
POD hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var data
TPOD 151× 111 50 30,50 15 10−1 assimilation system is faster 6.2
Hybrid POD/DEIM with ≈ 4774s (by 8.86 times)
FULL than full SWE DA system.
ALL 31× 23 10−9, 10−14 CPU time speedup rates are directly
ALL 61× 45 10−4, 10−7 proportional to the increase of
ALL 101× 71 30,50 50,120 15 10−1, 10−4 the full space resolution. 6.2
ALL 121× 89 5, 5 · 10−3 hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var DA is the
ALL 151× 111 103, 10−1 fastest approach as n is increased.
The ROM DA systems are
ALL 151× 111 50 30 15 10−1 faster if nout is maintained 6.2
as low as possible.
ALL 31× 23 10−9, 10−14 Hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var DA
ALL 61× 45 10−4, 10−7 system is the fastest approach
ALL 101× 71 30,50 50,120 10,15,20 10−1, 10−4 among the ROM systems. 6.2
ALL 121× 89 5, 5 · 10−3 MXFUN should be increased with
ALL 151× 111 103, 10−1 the decrease of ε3 and increase of k.
ALL 31× 23
ALL 61× 45 In terms of accuracy all the
ALL 101× 71 30,50 50 15 10−15 various ROM DA systems 6.2.5
ALL 121× 89 deliver similar results for
ALL 151× 111 the same k.
Table 2: The main 4D-Var SWE data assimilation results for ε1 = 10−14, ε2 = 10−5
and ε4 = 10−5. ALL refers to all reduced and full models and nout is set to 10 for most
of the numerical experiments except for the ones described in subsection 6.2.5, where
nout = 20.
from the reduced order variables. ‖ · ‖2 defines an Euclidian norm. The results are given
in table 3.
AR ARRA
Eu 9.91e-16 5.16e-7
Ev 1.48e-15 1e-6
Eφ 9.93e-16 6.78e-9
AR ARRA
Eλu 0.969 5.94e-9
Eλv 0.926 5.18e-9
Eλφ 0.220 1.65e-9
Table 3: Relative errors of forward (left) and adjoint (right) tensorial POD SWE initial
conditions using AR and ARRA approaches.
We did not scale the input snapshots. This approach seems to favor the reduced
adjoint model with more accurate solutions than the reduced forward model.
Even if AR reduced data assimilation does not require a full adjoint model we chose
to display the reduced adjoint time averaged relative error as a measure of increased
probability that the output local minimum is far away from the local minimum computed
with the high-fidelity configuration. Figure 2 depicts the minimization performances of
the tensorial POD SWE 4D-Var systems using different set of snapshots in comparison
with the output of the full space ADI SWE 4D-Var system. The cost function and
gradient values are normalized by dividing them with their initial values.
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(b) Forward and adjoint models snapshots
Figure 1: The decay around of the singular values of the snapshots solutions for u, v, φ
for ∆t = 960s and integration time window of 3h.
Clearly the best POD basis construction strategy is “adjoint of reduced forward model
+ reduced order adjoint model” approach since the corresponding tensorial POD SWE
4D-Var achieved a cost function reduction close to the one obtained by the high-fidelity
ADI SWE 4D-Var. One may notice that 6 POD bases recalculations were required to
achieve the suboptimal solution since 6 plateaus regions followed by 6 peaks are visible
on the cost function curve. If only forward trajectory snapshots are utilized for POD
basis construction the cost function decay is modest achieving only 5 orders of magnitude
decrease despite of carrying out 13 POD bases updates. This underlines that the “adjoint
of reduced forward model” approach is not able to represent well the controlled dynamics
in its reduced manifold leading to an suboptimal cost function value of 0.48e+02. In
the case of “adjoint of reduced forward model + reduced order adjoint model” strategy
the suboptimal cost function value is 0.48e-14 while the optimal cost function calculated
by the high fidelity ADI SWE 4D-Var system is 0.65e-16. Two additional measures
of the minimization performances are presented in Table 4 where the relative errors of
tensorial POD suboptimal solutions with respect to observations and optimal solution
are displayed. The data are generated using
E∗w¯ =
‖w¯∗ − w¯∗rom‖2
‖w¯∗‖2 , E
o
w¯ =
‖w¯obs − w¯∗rom‖2
‖w¯obs‖2 , (28)
w¯∗ being the optimal solution provided by the full 4D-Var data assimilation system and
spans the set {u∗, v∗, φ∗} , w¯obs is the observation vector that spans the set {uobs, vobs, φobs}
and w¯∗rom is the sub-optimal solution proposed by the reduced 4D-Var systems and can
take each of the following {urom∗, vrom∗, φrom∗}.
We conclude that information from the full forward and adjoint solutions, as well
as from the background term, must be included in the snapshots set used to derive the
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Figure 2: Tensorial POD/4DVAR ADI 2D Shallow water equations – Evolution of cost
function and gradient norm as a function of the number of minimization iterations. The
information from the adjoint equations has to be incorporated into POD basis.
AR ARRA
E∗u 1.57e-2 5.19e-11
E∗v 1.81e-2 6.77e-11
Eφ∗ 1.6e-2 5.96e-11
AR ARRA
Eou 6.69e-5 2.39e-11
Eov 2.29e-4 8.71e-11
Eoφ 1.08e-6 3.7e-13
Table 4: Relative errors of suboptimal solutions of reduced tensorial POD SWE systems
using different snapshot sets and optimal solution (left) and observations (right). ∗
denotes errors with respect to the optimal solution obtained using high-fidelity ADI
SWE 4D-Var SWE system while o characterizes errors with respect to the observations.
basis for Galerkin POD reduced order models. The smaller the error bounds εf, εa, εg
in (19) are, the more accurate sub-optimal solutions are generated by the reduced order
data assimilation systems. Next subsection includes experiments using only the ARRA
strategy.
6.2 Reduced order POD based SWE 4D-Var data assimilation
systems
This subsection is devoted to numerical experiments of the reduced SWE 4D-Var data
assimilation systems introduced in subsection 5.2 using POD based models and discrete
empirical interpolation method. In the on-line stage tensorial POD and POD/DEIM
SWE forward models were shown to be faster than standard POD SWE forward model
being 76× and 450× more efficient for more than 300, 000 variables (Ştefănescu et al.
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[35]). Moreover, a tensorial based algorithm was developed in [35] allowing the POD/DEIM
SWE model to compute its off-line stage faster than the standard and tensorial POD
approaches despite additional SVD calculations and other reduced coefficients calcula-
tions.
Consequently, one can assume that POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system would deliver
suboptimal solutions faster than the other standard and tensorial POD data assimila-
tion systems. The reduced Jacobians needed for solving the forward and adjoint reduced
models are computed analytically for all three approaches. Since the derivatives compu-
tational complexity does not depend on full space dimension the corresponding adjoint
models have similar CPU time costs. Thus, most of the CPU time differences will arise
from the on-line stage of the reduced forward models and their off-line requirements.
6.2.1 POD/DEIM ADI SWE 4D-Var data assimilation system
Using nonlinear POD/DEIM approximation introduced in (8) we implement the reduced
forward POD/DEIM ADI SWE obtained by projecting the ADI SWE equations onto
the POD subspace. Then the reduced optimality conditions (13) are computed. For
this choice of POD basis, the reduced POD/DEIM ADI SWE adjoint model is just the
projection of the full adjoint model (5b) onto the reduced basis, and in consequence,
they have similar algebraic structures requiring two different linear algebraic systems of
equations to be solved at each time level (the algebraic form of ADI SWE adjoint model
is given in appendix, see equations (35)-(36)).
The first reduced optimization test is performed for a mesh of 31 × 23 points, a
POD basis dimension of k = 50, and 50 and 180 DEIM interpolation points are used.
We obtain a cost function decrease of only 5 orders of magnitude after 10 POD bases
updates and imposing a relaxed threshold of MXFUN = 100 function evaluations per
inner loop reduced optimization (see Figure 3a).
Thus we decide to incrementally increase the number of DEIM points until it reaches
the number of space points and evaluate the reduced order POD/DEIM ADI SWE
data assimilation system performances. However, our code is based on a truncated SVD
algorithm that limits the number of POD modes of the nonlinear terms to a maximum of
2Nt − 1. This also constrains the maximum number of DEIM points to 2Nt − 1. Given
this constraint, for the present space resolution 31 × 23 points, we can not envisage
numerical experiments where the number of DEIM points is equal to the number of
space points since Nt = 91.
In consequence we decrease the spatial resolution to 17× 13 points and perform the
reduced optimization with increasing number of DEIM points and MXFUN = 20 (see
Figure 3b). For m = 165, POD/DEIM nonlinear terms approximations are identical
with standard POD representations since the boundary variables are not controlled.
We notice that even for m = 135 there is an important loss of performance since the
cost function decreases by only 10−12 orders of magnitude in 178 inner iterations while
for m = 165 (standard POD) the cost functions achieves a 10−23 orders of magnitude
decrease in only 52 reduced optimization iterations.
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6.2.2 Adjoint and tangent linear POD/DEIM ADI SWE models verification
tests
The initial level of root mean square error (RMSE) due to by truncation of POD ex-
pansion for k = 50 and for a number of DEIM interpolation points m = 50 at final time
tf = 3h are similar for all reduced order methods (see Table 5). It means that some
of the nonlinear POD/DEIM approximations are more sensitive to changes in initial
data during the optimization course while their nonlinear tensorial and standard POD
counterparts proved to be more robust.
POD/DEIM tensorial POD standard POD
Eu 1.21e-7 1.2e-7 1.2e-7
Ev 7.6e-8 7.48e-8 7.48e-8
Eφ 1.4e-7 1.36e-7 1.36e-7
Table 5: RMSE of reduced order solutions of the forward SWE ROMS with respect
to the full space ADI SWE state variables at final time tf = 3h for the same initial
conditions used for snapshots and POD basis generations. Number of mesh points is
n = 17 × 13, number of POD basis functions is k = 50 and number of DEIM points is
m = 50.
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Figure 3: Standard POD/DEIM ADI SWE 4D-Var system – Evolution of cost function
and gradient norm as a function of the number of minimization iterations for different
number of mesh points and various number of DEIM points.
We verify the implementation of the POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system and the ad-
joint based gradient and the tangent linear model output agree with the finite difference
approximations (see Figure 4a and [76, eq. (2.20)] for more details). The depicted values
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are obtained using
adjtest =
(Jpod(x˜0 + δx˜0)− Jpod(x˜0))
< ∇Jpod(x˜0), δx˜0 >2 tltest =
‖M˜0,Nt(x˜0 + δx˜0)(Nt)− M˜0,Nt(x˜0)(Nt)‖2
‖M˜0,Nt(δx˜0)(Nt)‖2
,
where M˜0,Nt , M˜0,Nt are the POD/DEIM forward and tangent linear models and Jpod is
computed using the POD/DEIM forward trajectory.
6.2.3 Hybrid POD/DEIM ADI SWE 4D-Var data assimilation system
Next we begin checking the accuracy of the POD/DEIM nonlinear terms during the
optimization and compare them with the similar tensorial POD nonlinear terms (7). We
found out that POD/DEIM nonlinear terms involving height φ, i.e. F˜12, F˜23, F˜31, F˜33
lose 2−3 orders accuracy in comparison with tensorial nonlinear terms. Thus we replaced
only these terms by their tensorial POD representations and the new hybrid POD/DEIM
SWE system using 50 DEIM interpolation points reached the expected performances (see
Figure 4b).
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Figure 4: Tangent linear and adjoint test for standard POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system.
Optimization performances of Standard POD/DEIM and Hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var
ADI 2D shallow water equations for n = 17× 13.
Next we test the new hybrid POD/DEIM reduced data assimilation system using
different POD basis dimensions and various numbers of DEIM points. For ROM opti-
mization to deliver accurate suboptimal surrogate solutions similar to the output of full
optimization one must increase the POD subspace dimension (see Figure 5a) for large
number of mesh points configurations. Then we tested different configurations of DEIM
points and for values of m ≥ 30 the reduced optimization results are almost the same
in terms of cost function decreases for n = 17 × 13. Our findings were also confirmed
by the relative errors accuracy of the suboptimal hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var so-
lutions with respect to the optimal solutions computed using high-fidelity ADI SWE
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4D-Var system and observations (see Tables 6,7). We assumed that the background and
observation errors are not correlated and their variances are equal to 1.
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Figure 5: Performances of hybrid POD/DEIM SWE DA system with various values of
POD basis dimensions (a) and different number of interpolation points (b). The spatial
configuration uses n = 61 × 45 and maximum number of function evaluation per inner
iteration is set MXFUN= 30.
k = 20 k = 30 k = 50 k = 70 k = 90 Full
Eou 1.03e-4 1.57e-6 4.1e-11 3.75e-11 2.1e-11 2.77e-12
Eov 4.04e-4 6.29e-6 1.72e-10 1.16e-10 8.55e-11 1.27e-11
Eoφ 2.36e-6 3.94e-8 1.09e-12 6.78e-13 2.3e-13 5.79e-14
Table 6: Relative errors of suboptimal hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var solutions with
respect to observations. The number of DEIM interpolation points is held constant
m = 50 while k is varied.
6.2.4 Computational cost comparison of reduced order 4D-Var data assim-
ilation systems
This subsection is dedicated to performance comparisons between proposed optimiza-
tion systems using reduced and full space configurations. We use different numbers of
mesh points resolutions 31 × 23, 61 × 45, 101 × 71, 121 × 189, 151 × 111 resulting in
1823, 7371, 20493, 28971 and 48723 control variables respectively. Various values of
maximum number of function evaluations per each reduced minimization are also tested.
We already proved that for increased number of POD basis dimensions the reduced data
assimilation hybrid POD/DEIM ADI 4D-Var system leads to a cost function decrease
almost similar with the one obtained by the full SWE 4D-Var system (see Figure 5a).
Thus we are more interested to measure how fast the proposed data assimilation systems
can reach the same threshold ε3 in terms of cost function rate of decay.
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m = 10 m = 20 m = 30 m = 50 m = 100 Full
Eou 4.28e-6 4.91e-8 4.15e-10 4.1e-11 3.08e-11 2.77e-12
Eov 6.88e-6 1.889e-7 1.54e-9 1.72e-10 1.25e-10 1.27e-11
Eoφ 7.15e-8 1.04e-9 7.79e-12 1.09e-13 7.39e-13 5.79e-14
Table 7: Relative errors of suboptimal hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var solutions with
respect to observations. Different DEIM interpolation points are tested and k is held
constant 50.
Increasing the space resolution The next experiment uses the following configura-
tion: n = 61× 45 space points, number of POD basis modes k = 50, MXFUN = 10 and
ε3 = 10
−7. Figure 6 depicts the cost function evolution during hybrid POD/DEIM SWE
4D-Var, standard POD SWE 4D-Var and tensorial POD SWE 4D-Var minimizations
versus number of iterations and CPU times. We notice that for 50 DEIM points the
hybrid POD/DEIM DA system requires 3 additional POD basis updates to decrease
the cost functional value below 10−7 in comparison with standard and tensorial POD
DA systems. By increasing the number of DEIM points to 120 the number of required
POD basis recalculations is decreased by a factor of 2 and the total number of reduced
minimization iterations is reduced by 20. The hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system
using m = 120 is faster with ≈ 37s and ≈ 86s than both the tensorial and standard
POD SWE 4D-Var systems.
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Figure 6: Number of minimization iterations and CPU time comparisons for the reduced
order SWE DA systems vs. full SWE DA system. The spatial configuration uses n =
61×45 and maximum number of function evaluation per inner iteration is set MXFUN=
10.
Next we increase the number of spatial points to n = 151 × 111 and use the same
POD basis dimension k = 50. MXFUN is set to 15. The stopping criteria for all
optimizations is ‖J ‖ < ε3 = 10−1. All the reduced order optimizations required two
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POD basis recalculations and the hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var needed one more
iteration than the standard and tensorial POD systems (see Figure 7a). The hybrid
POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system using m = 30 is faster with ≈ 9s, 92s, 781s, 4674s (by
1.01, 1.15, 2.31, 8.86 times) than the hybrid POD/DEIM (m = 50), tensorial POD,
standard POD and full SWE 4D-Var data assimilation systems respectively (see Figure
7b).
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Figure 7: Number of iterations and CPU time comparisons for the reduced order SWE
DA systems vs. full SWE DA system. The spatial configuration uses n = 151× 111 and
maximum number of function evaluation per inner iteration is set MXFUN= 15.
Table 8 displays the CPU times required by all the optimization methods to decrease
the cost function values below a specific threshold ε3 specific to each space configuration
(row 2 in table 8). The POD basis dimension is set to k = 30. The bold values
correspond to the best CPU time performances and some important conclusions can be
drawn. There is no need for use of reduced optimization for n = 31 × 23 or less since
the full data assimilation system is faster. The hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var using
50 DEIM points is the most rapid optimization approach for numbers of space points
larger than 61 × 45. For n = 151 × 111 it is 1.23, 2.27, 12.329 faster than tensorial
POD, standard POD and full SWE 4D-Var systems. We also notice that the CPU time
speedup rates are directly proportional with the increase of the full space resolution
dimensions.
Increasing the POD basis dimension Next we set the POD basis dimension to 50
and the corresponding CPU times are described in Table 7. Notice also that ε3 values are
decreased. The use of reduced optimization system is justified for n > 61×45 where the
hybrid POD/DEIM DA system using different numbers of DEIM points proves to be the
fastest choice. For 151× 111 space points the hybrid POD/DEIM reduced optimization
system is 1.15, 2.31, and 8.86 times faster than tensorial POD, standard POD and full
SWE 4D-Var systems respectively.
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Space points 31× 23 61× 45 101× 71 121× 89 151× 111
ε3 ‖J‖ < 1.e-09 ‖J‖ < 5.e-04 ‖J‖ < 1.e-01 ‖J‖ < 5 ‖J‖ < 1e+03
hybrid DEIM 50 48.771 63.345 199.468 358.17 246.397
hybrid DEIM 120 44.367 64.777 210.662 431.460 286.004
standard POD 63.137 131.438 533.052 760.462 560.619
tensorial POD 54.54 67.132 216.29 391.075 303.95
FULL 10.6441 117.02 792.929 1562.3425 3038.24
Table 8: CPU time for reduced optimization and full 4D-Var sharing the same stoping
criterion ‖J‖ < ε3. Number of POD modes is selected 30 and MXFUN = 15.
Space points 31× 23 61× 45 101× 71 121× 89 151× 111
ε3 ‖J‖ < 1.e-14 ‖J‖ < 1.e-07 ‖J‖ < 1.e-04 ‖J‖ < 5e-03 ‖J‖ < 1e-01
hybrid DEIM 30 214.78 288.627 593.357 499.676 594.04
hybrid DEIM 50 211.509 246.65 529.93 512.721 603.21
standard POD 190.572 402.208 1243.234 1315.573 1375.4
tensorial POD 269.08 311.106 585.509 662.95 685.57
FULL 14.1005 155.674 1057.715 2261.673 5268.7
Table 9: CPU time for reduced optimization and full 4D-Var sharing the same stoping
criterion ‖J‖ < ε3. Number of POD modes is selected 50 and MXFUN = 15.
Detailed computational cost analysis Now we are able to describe the computa-
tional time required by each step of the high-fidelity and reduced optimization systems.
We are using 151×111 space points, POD basis dimension k = 50, and number of DEIM
points m = 30. MXFUN is set to 15 and ε3 = 10−1. For the full space 4D-Var system
the line search and Hessian approximations are computational costly and are described
separately (see table 10) while for reduced data assimilation systems these costs are very
small being included in the reduced adjoint model CPU time.
Process Time # Total
Solve full forward model ≈ 80s 26x ≈ 2080s
Solve full adjoint model ≈ 76.45s 26x ≈ 1987.7s
Other (Line Search, Hessian approx) ≈ 46.165 26x ≈ 1200.3s
Total full 4D-Var ≈ 5268s
Table 10: The calculation times for solving the optimization problem using full 4D-Var
for a number of mesh points of 151× 111. Stoping criterion ‖J ‖ < 10−1 is set.
The most expensive part of the Hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var optimization process
(see table 11) occurs during the off-line stage and consists in the snapshots generation
stage where the full forward and adjoint models are integrated in time. This is valid
also for tensorial POD 4D-Var DA system (table 12) while in the case of standard POD
4D-Var system (table 13) the on-line stage is far more costly since the computational
complexity of the corresponding reduced forward model still depends on the full space
dimension.
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Process Time # Total
Off-line stage
Solve full forward model + nonlinear snap. ≈ 80.88s 2x ≈ 161.76s
Solve full adjoint model + nonlinear snap. ≈ 76.45s 2x ≈ 152.9s
SVD for state variables ≈ 53.8 2x ≈ 107.6s
SVD for nonlinear terms ≈ 11.57 2x ≈ 23.14s
DEIM interpolation points ≈ 0.115 2x ≈ 0.23s
POD/DEIM model coefficients ≈ 1.06 2x ≈ 2.12s
tensorial POD model coefficients ≈ 8.8 2x ≈ 17.6s
On-line stage
Solve ROM forward ≈ 2s 33x ≈ 66s
Solve ROM adjoint ≈ 1.9s 33x ≈ 62.69s
Total Hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var ≈ 594.04s
Table 11: The calculation times for solving the optimization problem using Hybrid
POD/DEIM 4D-Var for a number of mesh points of 151 × 111, POD basis dimension
k = 50 and 30 DEIM interpolation points.
The algorithm proposed in Ştefănescu and Navon [32, p.16] utilizes DEIM interpola-
tion points, exploits the structure of polynomial nonlinearities and delivers fast tensorial
calculations of POD/DEIM model coefficients. Consequently the hybrid POD/DEIM
SWE 4D-Var systems has the fastest off-line stage among all proposed reduced data
assimilation systems despite additional SVD calculations and other reduced coefficients
computations.
Process Time # Total
Off-line stage
Solve full forward model + nonlinear snap. ≈ 80s 2x ≈ 160s
Solve full adjoint model + nonlinear snap. ≈ 76.45s 2x ≈ 152.9s
SVD for state variables ≈ 53.8s 2x ≈ 107.6s
tensorial POD model coefficients ≈ 23.735s 2x ≈ 47.47s
On-line stage
Solve ROM forward ≈ 4.9s 32x ≈ 156.8s
Solve ROM adjoint ≈ 1.9s 32x ≈ 60.8s
Total Tensorial POD 4D-Var ≈ 685.57s
Table 12: The calculation times for solving the optimization problem using Tensorial
POD 4D-Var for a number of mesh points of 151×111, and POD basis dimension k = 50.
For all three reduced optimization systems the Jacobians are calculated analytically
and their computations depend only on the reduced space dimension k. As a conse-
quence, all the adjoint models have the same computational complexity and in the case
of hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var the on-line Jacobians computations rely partially
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on approximated tensors (40) calculated during the off-line stage while in the other two
reduced order data assimilation systems exact tensorial POD model coefficients are used.
Process Time # Total
On-line stage
Solve ROM forward ≈ 26.523s 32x ≈ 846.72s
Solve ROM adjoint ≈ 1.9 32x ≈ 60.8s
Total Standard 4D-Var ≈ 1375.4s
Table 13: The calculation times for on-line stage of Standard POD 4D-Var for a number
of mesh points of 151 × 111 and POD basis dimension k = 50. The off-line stage is
identical with the one in Tensorial POD 4D-Var system.
Varying the number of function evaluations per reduced minimization cy-
cle The reduced optimization data assimilation systems become slow if it is repeatedly
required to project back to the high fidelity model and reconstruct the reduced POD
subspace. Thus, we compare the CPU times obtained by our reduced data assimilation
systems using at most 10, 15, and 20 function evaluations per reduced minimization
cycle. The results for k = 30 (see Table 14) shows that no more than 15 function eval-
uations should be allowed for each reduced minimization cycle and hybrid POD/DEIM
data assimilation system using 30 interpolation points provides the fastest solutions.
While for 101 × 71 number of space points 15 function evaluations are required, for
other spatial configurations MXFUN = 10 is sufficient.
Space points MXFUN ε3 DEIM points Method
31× 23 - 1.e-9 - Full
61× 45 10 5.e-04 30 Hybrid POD/DEIM
101× 71 15 1.e-01 30 Hybrid POD/DEIM
121× 89 10 5 30 Hybrid POD/DEIM
151× 111 10 1e+03 30 Hybrid POD/DEIM
Table 14: The fastest optimization data assimilation systems for various number of
spatial points and different MXFUN values. Number of POD modes is k = 30.
For POD basis dimension k = 50, we discover that more function evaluations are
needed during the inner reduced minimizations in order to obtain the fastest CPU times
and MXFUN should be set to 15. More DEIM points are also required as we notice in
Table 15. Thus we can conclude that MXFUN should be increased with the decrease of
ε3 and increase of dimension of POD basis.
We conclude that hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var system delivers the fastest sub-
optimal solutions and is far more competitive in terms of CPU time than the full
SWE data assimilation system for space resolutions larger than 61 × 45 points. Hy-
brid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var is at least two times faster than standard POD SWE
4D-Var for n ≥ 101× 71.
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Space points MXFUN ε3 DEIM points Method
31× 23 - 1.e-14 - Full
61× 45 - 1.e-7 - Full
101× 71 15 1.e-04 50 Hybrid POD/DEIM
121× 89 15 5.e-3 50 Hybrid POD/DEIM
151× 111 15 1.e-1 50 Hybrid POD/DEIM
Table 15: The fastest optimization data assimilation systems for various number of
spatial points and different MXFUN values. Number of POD modes is k = 50.
6.2.5 Accuracy comparison of reduced 4D-Var data assimilation suboptimal
solutions
In terms of suboptimal solution accuracy, the hybrid POD/DEIM delivers similar results
as tensorial and standard POD SWE 4D-Var systems (see tables 16, 17, 18). The
accuracy of the reduced order models is tested via relative norms introduced in (27) at the
beginning of reduced optimization algorithms and two different POD bases dimensions
are tested, i.e. k = 30, 50. To measure the suboptimal solutions accuracy we calculate
the relative errors using E∗w¯ defined in (28) and the corresponding values are depicted
in the hybrid DEIM, sPOD and tPOD columns. MXFUN is set to 15. We choose
ε3 = 10
−15 for all data assimilation systems and only 20 outer iterations are allowed for
all reduced 4D-Var optimization systems. For Hybrid POD/DEIM 4D-Var system we
use 50 DEIM interpolation points.
n Eu Eλu hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
31× 23 4.51e-5 5.09e-5 5.86e-8 9.11e-8 9.11e-8
61× 45 1.55e-4 2.92e-4 2.4e-5 1.63e-5 1.63e-5
101× 71 6.06e-4 6.56e-4 2.03e-4 1.83e-4 1.83e-4
121× 89 9.88e-4 1.93e-3 1.16e-3 8.07e-4 8.07e-4
151× 111 2.07e-3 2.97e-3 4.02e-3 4.2e-3 4.2e-3
Eu Eλu hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
1.39e-6 1.87e-6 1.13e-10 2.51e-10 2.51e-10
1.58e-5 1.06e-5 2.16e-7 1.38e-7 1.38e-7
4.51e-5 4.76e-5 7.03e-6 5.14e-6 5.14e-6
7.17e-5 8.e-5 5.62e-5 3.15e-5 3.15e-5
1.02e-4 2.77e-4 1.59e-4 1.05e-4 1.05e-4
Table 16: Reduced order forward and adjoint model errors vs. reduced order optimal
solution errors for velocity component u using 30 (left) and 50 (right) POD modes.
n Ev Eλv hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
31× 23 3.20e-5 4.06e-5 6.03e-8 9.95e-8 9.95e-8
61× 45 3.13e-4 3.21e-4 3.75e-5 2.63e-5 2.63e-5
101× 71 9.76e-4 5.71e-4 3.51e-4 2.93e-4 2.93e-4
121× 89 1.37e-3 1.70e-3 1.38e-3 1.21e-3 1.21e-3
151× 111 1.58-3 1.89e-3 6.21e-3 6.22e-3 6.22e-3
Ev Eλv hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
7.54e-7 1.10e-6 1.25e-10 4.10e-10 4.10e-10
1.09e-5 9.71e-6 3.03e-7 2.82e-7 2.82e-7
3.05e-5 3.55e-5 8.32e-6 9.45e-6 9.45e-6
7.96e-5 8.12e-5 7.19e-5 6.85e-5 6.85e-5
1.06e-4 1.76e-4 2.95e-4 1.94e-4 1.94e-4
Table 17: Reduced order forward and adjoint model errors vs. reduced order optimal
solution errors for velocity component v using 30 (left) and 50 (right) POD modes.
The suboptimal errors of all reduced optimization systems E∗w¯ are well correlated
with the relative errors of the reduced order models Ew¯ and Eλ¯w (27), having correla-
tion coefficients higher than 0.85. However the correlation coefficients between reduced
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n Eφ Eλφ hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
31× 23 4.38e-5 4.16e-5 1.12e-7 1.83e-7 1.83e-7
61× 45 1.84e-4 4.54e-4 5.63e-5 3.34e-5 3.34e-5
101× 71 2.21e-3 3.16e-3 6.60e-4 6.45e-4 6.45e-4
121× 89 5.60e-3 4.38e-3 2.88e-3 2.54e-3 2.54e-3
151× 111 9.04e-3 1.2e-2 8.54e-3 8.46e-3 8.46e-3
Eφ Eλφ hybrid DEIM sPOD tPOD
1.59e-6 1.04e-6 1.12e-10 2.87e-10 2.87e-10
9.58e-6 9.e-6 1.80e-7 2.37e-7 2.37e-7
3.52e-5 4.49e-5 7.60e-6 1.04e-5 1.04e-5
7.84e-5 1.03e-4 5.56e-5 5.04e-5 5.04e-5
1.8e-4 2.77e-4 2.76e-4 2.75e-4 2.75e-4
Table 18: Reduced order forward and adjoint model errors vs. reduced order optimal
solution errors for geopotential φ using 30 (left) and 50 (right) POD modes.
adjoint model errors and suboptimal errors are larger than 0.9 which confirm the a-priori
error estimation results of Hinze and Volkwein [53] developed for linear-quadratic opti-
mal problems. It states that error estimates for the adjoint state yield error estimates
of the control. Extension to nonlinear-quadratic optimal problems is desired and repre-
sents subject of future research. In addition, an a-posteriori error estimation apparatus
is required by the hybrid POD/DEIM SWE system to guide the POD basis construction
and to efficiently select the number of DEIM interpolation points.
The suboptimal solutions delivered by the ROM DA systems equipped with BFGS
algorithm are accurate and comparable with the optimal solution computed by the full
DA system. In the future we plan to enrich the reduced data assimilation systems by
implementing a trust region algorithm (see Arian et al. [10]). It has an efficient strategy
for updating the POD basis and it is well known for its global convergence properties.
7 Conclusions
This work studies the use of reduced order modeling to speed up the solution of varia-
tional data assimilation problems with nonlinear dynamical models. The novel ARRA
framework proposed herein guarantees that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the
reduced order optimization problem accurately approximate the corresponding first or-
der optimality conditions of the full order problem. In particular, accurate low-rank
approximations of the adjoint model and of the gradient equation are obtained in addi-
tion to the accurate low-rank representation of the forward model. The construction is
validated by an error estimation result.
The choice of the reduced basis in the ARRA approach depends on the type of
projection employed. For a pure Petrov-Galerkin projection the test POD basis functions
of the forward model coincide with the trial POD basis functions of the adjoint model;
and similarly, the adjoint test POD basis functions coincide with the forward trial POD
basis functions. Moreover the trial POD basis functions of the adjoint model should also
include gradient information. It is well known that pure Petrov-Galerkin reduced order
models can exhibit severe numerical instabilities, therefore stabilization strategies have
to be included with this type of reduced data assimilation system [7, 22].
In the ARRA Galerkin projection approach the same reduced order basis has to rep-
resent accurately the full order forward solution, the full order adjoint solution, and the
full order gradient. The Galerkin POD bases are constructed from the dominant eigen-
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vectors of the correlation matrix of the aggregated set of vectors containing snapshots
of the full order forward and adjoint models, as well as the full order background term.
This reduced bases selection strategy is not limited to POD framework. It extends easily
to every type of reduced optimization involving projection-based reduced order methods
such the reduced basis approach.
Numerical experiments using tensorial POD SWE 4D-Var data assimilation system
based on Galerkin projection and different type of POD bases support the proposed
approach. The most accurate suboptimal solutions and the fastest decrease of the cost
function are obtained using full forward and adjoint trajectories and background term
derivative as snapshots for POD basis generation. If only forward model information is
included into the reduced manifold the cost function associated with the data assimila-
tion problem decreases by only five orders of magnitude during the optimization process.
Taking into account the adjoint and background term derivative information leads to
a decrease of the cost function by twenty orders of magnitude and the results of the
reduced-order data assimilation system are similar with the ones obtained with the Full
order SWE 4D-Var DA system. This highlights the importance of choosing appropriate
reduced-order bases.
A numerical study of how the choice of reduced order technique impacts the solution
of the inverse problem is performed. We consider for comparison standard POD, tenso-
rial POD and standard POD/DEIM. For the first time POD/DEIM is employed to con-
struct a reduced-order data assimilation system for a geophysical two-dimensional flow
model. All reduced-order DA systems employ a Galerkin projection and the reduced-
order bases use information from both forward and dual solutions and the background
term derivative. The POD/DEIM approximations of several nonlinear terms involv-
ing the height field partially lose their accuracy during the optimization. It suggests
that POD/DEIM reduced nonlinear terms are sensitive to input data changes and the
selection of interpolation points is no longer optimal. On-going research focuses on in-
creasing the robustness of DEIM for optimization applications. The number of DEIM
points must be taken closer to the number of space points for accurate sub-optimal
solutions leading to slower on-line stage. The reduced POD/DEIM approximations of
the aforementioned nonlinear terms are replaced with tensorial POD representations.
This new hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var DA system is accurate and faster than other
standard and tensorial POD SWE 4D-Var systems. Numerical experiments with various
POD basis dimensions and numbers of DEIM points illustrate the potential of the new
reduced-order data assimilation system to reduce CPU time.
For a full system spatial discretization with 151×111 grid points the hybrid POD/DEIM
reduced data assimilation system is approximately ten times faster then the full space
data assimilation system. This rate increases in proportion to the increase in the num-
ber of grid points used in the space discretization. Hybrid POD/DEIM SWE 4D-Var is
at least two times faster than standard POD SWE 4D-Var for numbers of space points
larger or equal to 101 × 71. This illustrates the power of DEIM approach not only for
reduced-order forward simulations but also for reduced-order optimization.
Our results reveal a relationship between the size of the POD basis and the mag-
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nitude of the cost function error criterion ε3. For a very small ε3 the reduced order
data assimilation system may not able to sufficiently decrease the cost function. The
optimization stops only when the maximum number of outer loops is reached or the
high-fidelity gradient based optimality condition is satisfied . In consequence, one must
carefully select ε3 since the ROM DA machinery is more efficient when the number of
outer loops is kept small. In addition, the number of function evaluations allowed during
the inner minimization phase should be increased with the decrease of ε3 and increase
of POD basis dimension in order to speed up the reduced optimization systems.
Future work will consider Petrov-Galerkin stabilization approaches [22, 7]. Moreover,
we will focus on a generalized DEIM framework [34] to approximate operators since faster
reduced Jacobian computations will further decrease the computational complexity of
POD/DEIM reduced data assimilation systems. We will also address the impact of
snapshots scaling in the accuracy of the sub-optimal solution. One approach would be
to normalize each snapshot and to use vectors of norm one as input for the singular
value decompositions.
We intend to extend our reduced-order data assimilation systems by implementing a
trust region algorithm to guide the re-computation of the bases. On-going work of the
authors seeks to develop a-priori and a-posteriori error estimates for the reduced-order
optimal solutions, and to use a-posteriori error estimation apparatus to guide the POD
basis construction and to efficiently select the number of DEIM interpolation points.
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Appendix
This appendix contains a symbolic representation of the Gustafsson’s nonlinear ADI
finite difference shallow water equations schemes defined in (22) and the formulas of
SWE tensors required by all three studied reduced order models.
Gustafsson’s nonlinear ADI finite difference shallow water equa-
tions models
ADI SWE scheme requires two steps to solve for uN+1, vN+1, φN+1.
First step - get solution at tN+ 1
2
D−tuN+
1
2 = −F11(uN+ 12 )− F12(φN+ 12 )− F13(uN ,vN) + F vN ,
D−tvN+
1
2 = −F21(uN+ 12 )− F22(vN)− F23(φN)− F uN+ 12 ,
D−tφ
N+ 1
2 = −F31(uN+ 12 ,φN+ 12 )− F32(uN+ 12 ,φN+ 12 )− F33(vN ,φN)− F34(vN ,φN),
(29)
where DN+
1
2−t w is the backward in time difference operator, w = (u,v,φ),  is the
component-wise multiplication operator, F = [f , f , .., f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nx
] stores Coriolis components f =
[f(yj)]j=1,2,..,Ny while the nonlinear terms Fi,j are defined in (25).
Second step - get solution at tN+1
D−tuN+1 = −F13(uN+1,vN+1) + F vN+1 − F11(uN+ 12 )− F12(φN+ 12 ),
D−tvN+1 = −F22(vN+1)− F23(φN+1)− F21(uN+ 12 )− F uN+ 12 ,
D−tφ
N+1 = −F33(vN+1,φN+1)− F34(vN+1,φN+1)− F31(uN+ 12 ,φN+ 12 )− F32(uN+ 12 ,φN+ 12 ).
(30)
The nonlinear systems of algebraic equations (29) and (30) are solved using quasi-
Newton method, thereby we rewrite them in the form
g(w) = 0, g(w) =
(
g1(w
N+ 1
2 ,wN)
g2(w
N+1,wN+
1
2 )
)
, (31)
where g1 and g2 represent systems (29) and (30). The corresponding iterative Newton
steps are
δwN+
1
2 = − ∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN+
1
2 ,wN)−1g1(wN+
1
2 ,wN),
δwN+1 = − ∂g2
∂wN+1
(wN+1,wN+
1
2 )−1g2(wN+1,wN+
1
2 ).
(32)
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We avoid evaluating the Jacobian matrices at every iteration by proposing a Quasi-
Newton approach:
δwN+
1
2 = − ∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN)−1g1(wN+
1
2 ,wN),
δwN+1 = − ∂g2
∂wN+1
(wN+
1
2 )−1g2(wN+1,wN+
1
2 ).
(33)
Then, we linearize the discrete models using the total variation method [33, eq. (3.2)] and
obtain the tangent linear model by subtracting the set of equations (31) using different
arguments (wN+
1
2 ,wN) and (wN+1,wN+
1
2 ) and their increments (wN+
1
2 +δwN+
1
2 ,wN +
δwN) and (wN+1 + δwN+1,wN+
1
2 + δwN+
1
2 )
∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN)δwN+
1
2 = − ∂g1
∂wN
(wN)δwN ,
∂g2
∂wN+1
(wN+
1
2 )δwN+1 = − ∂g2
∂wN+
1
2
(wN+
1
2 )δwN+
1
2 ,
(34)
and δw = (δu, δv, δφ) are the tangent linear unknowns.
The adjoint model is obtained by transposing (34)
First step - get solution at tN+ 1
2
[ ∂g2
∂wN+1
(wN+
1
2 )
]T
zN+1 = λN+1,
λN+
1
2 =
[− ∂g2
∂wN+
1
2
(wN+
1
2 )
]T
zN+1.
(35)
Second step - get solution at tN
[ ∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN)
]T
zN+
1
2 = λN+
1
2 ,
λN =
[− ∂g1
∂wN
(wN)
]T
zN+
1
2 ,
(36)
where λ = (λu,λv,λφ) are the adjoint unknowns and z is an intermediary variable. By[
∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN)
]T we denote the transpose of Jacobian ∂g1
∂wN+
1
2
(wN).
SWE tensors
The Jacobian matrices required by the quasi-Newton method to solve the standard POD
and tensorial POD reduced models are the same and their formulations are obtained
analytically. The Jacobian matrices depend on specific tensors computed based on the
general formula introduced in (7). In the case of standard POD/DEIM SWE model we
approximate these tensors using the algorithm introduced in [35, p.7]. For each nonlinear
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SWE term (25) we need to define one tensor. Before introducing their formulas we
first define the POD bases and their derivatives. We recall that the discrete full space
dimension is n and for each state variable we compute the test and trial functions
assuming the bases have the same dimension k.
U, V, Φ, Wu, Wv, Wφ ∈ Rn×k
Ux = AxU ∈ Rn×k, Vx = AxV ∈ Rn×k, Φx = AxΦ ∈ Rn×k,
Uy = AyU ∈ Rn×k, Vy = AyV ∈ Rn×k, Φy = AyΦ ∈ Rn×k,
(37)
where Ax, Ay ∈ Rn×n are constant coefficient matrices for discrete first-order and second-
order differential operators which incorporate the boundary conditions.
The SWE tensors formulas for the standard POD and tensorial POD reduced order
models are
T f =
(
T fi,j,l
)
i,j,l=1,..,k
∈ Rk×k×k, f = 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33, 34.
T 11i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W ur,iUr,jUxr,l, T
12
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W ur,iΦr,jΦxr,l, T
13
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W ur,iVr,jUyr,l,
T 21i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W vr,iUr,jVxr,l, T
22
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W vr,iVr,jVyr,l, T
23
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W vr,iΦr,jΦyr,l,
T 31i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W φr,iΦr,jUxr,l, T
32
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W φr,iUr,jΦxr,l, T
33
i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W φr,iΦr,jVyr,l,
T 34i,j,l =
n∑
r=1
W φr,iVr,jΦyr,l.
(38)
In the case of standard POD/DEIM SWE model, the above tensors are computed
by making use of the DEIM approximation of the nonlinear terms, resulting in an off-
line stage that is faster [35, Figure 8(b)] than the versions proposed by standard POD
and tensorial POD, even if additional SVD decompositions and low-rank terms are
calculated.
To render the manuscript as self-contained as possible we describe the methodology
used for computing one POD/DEIM tensor. For example, the POD/DEIM reduced
nonlinear version of F11 defined in (25) is given by
F˜11 ≈WuTFPOD11 (P TFPOD11 )−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k×m
(
P TUx˜ P TUxx˜
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m×1
, (39)
where FPOD11 ∈ Rn×m is the POD basis of dimension m obtained from the snapshots of
the SWE nonlinear term F11 (for more details see also the general form of POD/DEIM
expansion (8)). Let us denote by E = WuTFPOD11 (P TFPOD11 )−1 ∈ Rk×m, Um = P TU ∈
Rm×k and Uxm = P TUx ∈ Rm×k, than the associated tensor computed during the
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POD/DEIM off-line stage is
T 11
DEIM
i,j,l =
m∑
r=1
Ei,rU
m
j,rUx
m
r,l, i, j, l = 1, .., k. (40)
In comparison with the formula used by standard and tensorial POD (38), we notice
that the summation spans only the location of DEIM points instead of entire discrete
space. For completeness, we recall that n is the size of the full discrete space, k is the
size of reduced order model and m is the number of DEIM points.
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